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PIVOTAL MOMENTS, MAJOR CONCESSIONS OF DAYTON PEACE ACCORDS 
RECOUNTED IN NEW BOOK AIMED AT PROMOTING UNDERSTANDING 
DAYTON, Ohio- Five years ago, the Dayton Peace Accords to end the war in the Balkans 
evolved during a 21-day diplomatic retreat to the heart of the American Midwest. Yet there has 
never been a certified local-language translation of the accords in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and most 
people there still aren't sure what was contained in the historic document or how the agreement 
was reached. 
It could be a dangerous omission, given the tensions that still mark Balkan societies. 
A new 52-page illustrated book, called The Dayton Peace Accords -Mapping the Negotiations, 
recounts the pivotal moments and major concessions in the process as drawn from Richard 
Holbrooke's account, To End A War (1998 Random House, $25). The first copy will be presented to 
Holbrooke, broker of the Dayton Peace Accords, during a Nov. 16-19 international conference in 
Dayton to honor the fifth anniversary of the Accords and bring experts together to offer policy 
recommendations to the new U.S. administration. 
Pages from the book will be mounted and displayed during the conference, called "The 
Dayton Peace Accords Project: Building Lasting Peace in the Balkans." It is the latest in a series 
held each year since the accords were hammered out at the Hope Hotel at Wright-Patterson Air 
Force Base. 
"Since the Dayton Peace Accords were signed, there has been the notion that people in 
Bosnia-Herzegovina know all about it," said Miran Norderland, project director of the book and 
president of the FAMA Foundation of Sarajevo, which sponsored the project. "But it was war, so 
they were in the dark about the process, during the negotiations and even after the accords were 
signed," he said. 
"There was nothing until Richard Holbrooke' s book was published. And in Bosnia-
Herzegovina, people don't have $25 to buy the book, not even the professors and intellectuals." 
Norderland, 27, who works at the Center for International Programs at the University of 
Dayton as executive assistant to the chair of the Dayton Peace Accords Project, will seek funding 
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that will allow FAMA to present the project to schools in Bosnia-Herzegovina and in Dayton. He 
hopes the book will become widely available in Bosnia-Herzegovina, where he was born. 
The Dayton Peace Accords- Mapping the Negotiations is the latest project of the FAMA 
Foundation of Sarajevo, which seeks to be an impartial disseminator of facts to counter the extreme 
nationalism that gripped the Balkans and resulted in war, Norderland said. "We started work in 
1991, to reflect in TV programs on all the things that led to war, to the siege of Sarajevo, to the 
conflict that lasted 10 years. It has been such a struggle, and we have sacrificed so much. It had to 
be documented. There was a need to make sure the evidence of why we had to suffer so much was 
preserved in a neutral and unbiased way so the information can be trusted. 
"NATO preserves the peace. We preserve the truth, the history," he said. 
Additional FAMA Foundation projects have included an oral history video archive project 
covering the Siege of Sarajevo, a map of Sarajevo that documents the 1995-96 siege lines and 
weapons placement and a "Fall of Yugoslavia" map that shows how the Balkan wars progressed. 
The Dayton Peace Accords- Mapping the Negotiations begins Aug. 22, 1995, with the deaths 
of three members of the U.S. peace negotiating team in an accident on the steep Mount Igman 
route to Sarajevo, often described as the most dangerous road in Europe for its exposure to Serb 
fire and its deteriorating physical condition. It ends with the December 1995 arrival in Bosnia of 
the first of the 60,000-strong Implementation Force, or IFOR, the peacekeeping troops. 
In between are blow-by-blow accounts of the many meals, flights, phone calls, walks, 
discussions, ultimatums and decisions that led to the gathering in Dayton and the final agreement 
that ended the war. 
"We need an explanation in popular form so people can understand how the negotiations 
came about and how the main objective to end the war was accomplished," Norderland said. "You 
get a real sense of the variety of places and people who made it work." 
Excerpts culled from Holbrooke' s book were chosen by Suada Kapic, director of F AMA 
International, and reviewed by the U.S. State Department. 
Only a handful of copies have been printed, and Norderland is eager to move to the next 
step of finding funding for getting the book widely distributed. "It is so symbolic to have it 
finished in time for this conference, the fifth anniversary of the accords and the biggest event to 
mark the achievements. The book itself was so on the edge of never getting finished, just like the 
Accords." 
The Dayton Peace Accords Project works in collaboration with UD's Center for 
International Programs, Wright Memorial Chapter of the Air Force Association, FAMA 
Foundation of Sarajevo, International Crisis Group, the European Stability Initiative, United States 
Institute of Peace, New Atlantic Initiative and Public International Law and Policy Group. 
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